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0. Introduction. We prove the following product theorem for regular neighbour-

hoods of a polyhedron in a P.L. (=piecewise linear) manifold and give a number

of basic applications. The most difficult identifies a large (and in a sense maximal)

class of noncompact P.L. manifolds that are determined up to P.L. homeomorph-

ism by their ordinary homotopy type and stable tangent bundle.

Theorem 1 (Product Theorem). Let e: Xxl^ M be a P.L. proper imbedding,

where X is a (possibly noncompact) polyhedron, M is a P.L. n-manifold,

«ïïdim (XxI) + 3, and e~1(8M) = Xx{0, 1}. If P is a regular neighbourhood of

e(X x I) in M such that P n 8 M is a union P0 u Px of regular neighbourhoods in

8 M of e(XxO) and e(Xx 1) respectively, then there exists a P.L. homeomorphism

/:F0x/->Fszzc« that

e(x, t) = f(e(x, 0), f)

and

f(P0xi) = Ph       i = 0,1.

This is closely related to the proposition that any block bundle (see [13]) £ over

A'x / is isomorphic to (Ç | A'x 0) x /. In fact, if A" is a P.L. manifold this is clearly

equivalent, but for X a complex they merely say similar things about quite different

sorts of object.

Our proof consists of a pleasant reduction to a special case of a P.L. isotopy

extension problem for a polyhedron in a manifold (of codimension ^ 3). This

special case is quickly disposed of with the cone unknotting theorem of [10].

(The general case, which is more difficult, is an unpublished result of J. F. P.

Hudson.)

The remainder of the paper uses Theorem 1 as a tool to produce results that are

more striking.

The seminar notes of E. C. Zeeman [19] form a general reference for P.L.

topology. Where there is no indication to the contrary, the following conventions

will hold in this paper. Simplicial complexes are locally finite and finite dimen-

sional. A polyhedron is a possibly noncompact separable polyhedron of finite

dimension. A manifold is a possibly noncompact separable P.L. manifold, possibly
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with boundary, and each component has the same finite dimension. All maps,

homotopies, imbeddings, and immersions, etc., are both P.L. and proper. Proper

means that the preimage of each compactum is compact.

§2 shows that if YxI^M is a closed subpolyhedron of codimension ä3 in a

P.L. manifold, and meets 8 M in FxO, then there exists a P.L. imbedding

h:ôMx(I, 0)->(M, 8M) such that A|(y"xO)x/ maps onto YxI<=M in the

natural way and h(m, 0) = m for me 8M. This A is called a compatible collaring.

For Fa manifold the result is due to Hudson and Zeeman [7]. Also it is shown that

pseudo-isotopic imbeddings of a polyhedron X into an (unbounded) manifold M

with dim M^dim X+2> are ambient pseudo-isotopic. (Pseudo-isotopy is often

called concordance. For X a manifold this was proved in [6].)

We define an n-thickening(2) of a polyhedron X to be an zz-manifold Fn with

boundary such that X<=intT (the interior of T) and T is P.L. homeomorphic

fixing A" to a regular neighbourhood of X in int F. Two such are equivalent if they

are P.L. homeomorphic fixing X pointwise. The set of equivalence classes is

denoted Tn(X).

§3 shows that for any regular homotopy class of immersions of the polyhedron

Zinto an zz-manifold Mn without boundary, zz^dim X+3, there is an zz-thickening

Tn of X well defined to P.L. isomorphism, fixing X, by this condition: any im-

mersion X-> M in the regular homotopy class extends to an immersion T-> M.

§4 gives a stability theorem for thickenings. For any polyhedron A1 the stabilizing

map

sn:^n(X)-^^n + 1(X)

is defined by crossing thickenings with the interval.

Theorem 7. sn is surjective for zj=ï 2 dim Xand bijectivefor zz > 2 dim X.

(Wall proved a similar result for X compact and «>5, using handlebody

theory [18].)

As a corollary we find that for zz > 2 dim X, the elements of i7~n(X) are character-

ized by their stable tangent bundles and all possible stable bundles occur. This

means $~n(X)^[X, FPL]. Another corollary is the (known) stability theorem for the

block bundles of Rourke-Sanderson.

Our last result is a best possible version of Mazur's stable isomorphism principle

for unbounded P.L. manifolds that has hitherto been proved in only a few cases

(cf. [15]).

Theorem 8 (Tangential Equivalence Principle). Let f: Mx -> M2 be a not

necessarily proper homotopy equivalence of unbounded P.L. n-manifolds, zz^5, such

that:

(2) We borrow the term from C. T. C. Wall who applies it to a somewhat different entity

[17].
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(1) fis covered by a bundle map of stable tangent (micro)-bundles.

(2) Mx and M2 have spines of dimension <«/2, i.e., are interiors of n-thickenings

of complexes of dimension < n/2.

Then f is homotopic to a P.L. homeomorphism—the homotopy being perhaps not

proper.

This result genuinely belongs to the category of all (not just proper) P.L. maps.

If stated for proper maps it is false (cf. example in [15, §2]).

The restriction «S5 is almost certainly unnecessary. It appears that for «^4

the result could be proved using handlebody theory with handles of dimensions 0

and 1. The other dimension restrictions for both theorems of §4 are of course

familiar from vector bundle stability. It costs us considerable effort to do so well in

this general setting. We give easy counterexamples to show one cannot do better.

§5 establishes or indicates how to establish relative versions of the above results.

§6 indicates how to translate them into the category of differentiable manifolds,

even in relative form.

1. Regular neighbourhoods of Xxl. The aim of this section is to prove a

"tool" theorem (Theorem 1) which can be regarded as one of the main results of

the paper. Recall that the whole discussion is in the P.L. ( = piecewise linear)

category with the few conventions mentioned in the introduction.

Let A" be a (possibly noncompact) polyhedron, / the unit interval [0, 1 ], and

suppose that X x / be imbedded as a closed subpolyhedron in a manifold M in such

a way that (A'x /) n 8M= Xx {0, 1} (note that lx /is to be regarded as a subset of

M). Let F be a regular neighbourhood of A'x / in M, meeting 8M regularly. Thus

P meets 8M in the disjoint union F0 u Px of a regular neighbourhood F0 of

A'x 0 in 8M and a regular neighbourhood Px of A'x 1 in 8M.

Theorem 1. If « = dim Mädim(Arx/) + 3, there exists a homeomorphism

f: F0 x /-> P such that:

(i) For all xe Xand t eI, f((x, 0), /) = (x, t) e Xx/cp.

(ii) fi(P0 x 0) = F0 andfi(P0 x l)=Px.

Remark 1. In a sense, (ii) adds nothing to the theorem. If/satisfies only (i), an

application of the regular neighbourhood uniqueness theorem permits one to

change/so that it satisfies (i) and (ii) (this is explained in the proof below).

Remark 2. The restriction «ädim (Xxl) + 3 is clearly necessary. For example,

let (Sn, K*~*) be a knot of Sn~2^Kn-2 in Sn which is locally knotted (e.g., the

suspension of a knotted pair of one lower dimension). Let/z and q be two points of

A'"-2 at which Kn~2 is locally unknotted in Sn. Excising small neighbourhoods of

p and q gives a pair (Mn, Xxl) in which A'xO and A'x! are («-3)-spheres

imbedded locally flatly in 8M. If the theorem were applicable, A'x / would not be

locally knotted in M.
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Proof of Theorem 1. The procedure of the proof is to reduce the result to an

assertion that a particular isotopy can be extended to an ambient isotopy, and then

to establish that assertion.

Let M+ be the union of M and dMx [—1, 1] with 8M identified with BMx I

in the natural way. Set J= [-2, 2]=>I, and extend the inclusion A'x /^ M to the

unique imbedding e of A'x J into M+ such that

e(XxJ) = ((A'xO)x[-l,l])u(A'x/)u((A'xl)x[-l, 1]) c M + ,

and such that, for each of the three parts of the image, e has the identity component

on X and is linear on the respective interval factor. Let A :./->-./ be the homeo-

morphism defined by A | 8J= identity, A(—1) = 0, A(0) = 1 and extending linearly.

The following assertion will be proved later :

Assertion A. The homeomorphism ixxh: XxJ-^- XxJ extends to a homeo-

morphism of M + ; i.e., there exists a homeomorphism H: M+ -> M+ such that

e(lxxh) = He.

Now, ljfXA maps Xx[—1,0] to A'x [0, l] = A"x/. Hence //maps the regular

neighbourhood F0 x [0, 1] of e(Xx [—1,0]) modulo e(Xx{ — l, 0}) in M + to some
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regular neighbourhood H(P0x[0, 1]) of e(XxI) = XxI modulo A'x 81 in M + .

But F is another such neighbourhood of A'x / in M + and the uniqueness theorem

for relative regular neighbourhoods [1] guarantees the existence of a further

homeomorphism 8: M+ ->- M + , fixed on Xxl such that 8H(P0xI)=P. Then

/' = 8H clearly satisfies condition (i) of the theorem.

/' can now be altered to produce an/satisfying both conditions. For the unique-

ness theorem for regular neighbourhoods applied to the two regular neighbour-

hoods, f'(P0x8I) and P0uPx, of Xxdl in 8P provides an isotopy <f>:8PxI

-^dPxI such that <Ai(/'(F0xa/))=F0 u Px (where </>x:8P->8P is given by

</>x(p)=<j>(p, 0) and (/> is the identity on (dPxO) u (Ax/) where Ais some regular

neighbourhood of A'x 81 in 8P. Let c: 8PxI-+P be an imbedding collaring 8P

so that for p e 8P, c(p, l)=p and so that c((8P-N)xI) n (Xxl)= 0. Then

define >/>:P^P by 0 \ (P-c(8Px/))=identity, and 0 | c(8PxI) = c^c~1; let

f=</f', and it is clear that/satisfies both (i) and (ii).

Theorem 1 has now been reduced to Assertion A, and the proof of the latter

follows at once from two lemmas presented below.

Definition. A cone family in a polyhedron A'is a locally finite, possibly infinite,

family <&={YX, Y2, Y3,...} of compact P.L. cones Y,saiZ( contained in X such

that:

(i) The topological frontier in X of each cone Yt is a subset of its base Zf.

(ii) The open cones Yf =aiZi—Zl are mutually disjoint.

Definition. A homeomorphism, h: X^ X, of the polyhedron X is cone

supported on the cone family <W={Yi \ i—l, 2, 3,...} if h \ (X—(Jt Yf) is the

identity and «( T¡) = T¡ for each i.

If X underlies a simplicial complex K of dimension k, then for each dimension /,

Oá tS k, there is a cone family c3/i which can be defined as follows. <&t contains one

cone Yc for each i-simplex a of K, where Y„ underlies star (a, Kt) where Kt is the

first barycentric derived of AT modulo the i-skeleton of K (i.e., Kt is obtained from K

by subdividing barycentrically the simplexes of K of dimension greater than t in

some order of increasing dimension). Now if â is the barycentre of a, star (<j, Kt)

can be regarded as a cone with vertex â and base 8a * link (a, Kt) and hence Y„

inherits a cone structure.

Lemma 1. Let K be a complex and H: KxI-> Kxl be a P.L. homeomorphism

fixed on Kx8I such that H (a xl) = axl for each simplex ae K. Then H can be

expressed as a product of finitely many cone-supported homeomorphisms of Kxl

to itself such that for each cone Y^aZ in the supporting families, Yn (Kx8I) is

contained in the base Z of Y.

Proof. Suppose inductively that a P.L. homeomorphism «r: Kxl->- Kxl has

been defined such that :

(i) hr\Kx8I=l.

(ii) hr(a x I) = a x I for all simplexes a e K.
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(iii) hr | KrxI=H where Kr denotes the r-skeleton of F.

(iv) Ar is a finite product of homeomorphisms supported on families of cones of

the required type.

The induction begins with A_x = l (and K~1=0). The induction step is as

follows. Let/be the homeomorphism of Kr+1xl given by/=FAr_1 | Fr + 1x/.

Note that/1 Krxl= 1. For each (r+l)-simplex o- g K define/,, a homeomorphism

of star (a, Kr+X)x I, such that/, is an extension off \ axland

/„ | (8a * link (a, Kr+X))xlxj star (o, Kr+x)x8I = 1.

(Recall that Kr+X is the first derived of F modulo Fr+1, see above.) If ru r2,...,rm

are the simplexes of star(a, Fr+1) with o-<tj, taken in some order of increasing

dimension, /, can be defined inductively on j to give homeomorphisms of t; x /.

At each stage it is only necessary to extend a homeomorphism of the boundary of

the ball r¡ x I to its interior. Thus/, can be defined, and have the additional property

that for each r e star (a, Kr+X), /,(t x /) = t x /.

Now, using the cone family <WT+1 = {Ya : a is a (r+ l)-simplex of K) note that

Yaxl is a cone with vertex (5, 1/2) and base equal to (8o * link (a, Kr+X))xl

u star (a, Kr+x)x8I. Hence define a homeomorphism f:KxI-+KxI by

/| Yaxl=fa for each (r-f-l)-simplex a of F. Then / is cone supported on the

cone family <&r+1 xI={Yax/}, f(pxl) = pxl for all p eK, and/| Kr+1xl=f=

Hhr1 I Kr + 1xl. Finally, define hr+x=fhr, and it is immediate that Ar+1 has the

required properties.

Reference [10] discusses P.L. imbeddings /of a compact cone aZ into an zz-ball

Bn such that f'1(8Bn)=Z. The main conclusion (called the Cone Unknotting

Theorem) states that, if zz — dim (aZ) ^ 3, two such imbeddings that agree on Z are

isotopic by an ambient isotopy which keeps 8Bn fixed. The next lemma is an easy

consequence of this fact.

Lemma 2. Let X be a polyhedron embedded in a manifold M such that dim M

— dim A'^3. Let A: X'-> X be a homeomorphism cone-supported on a cone-family

(W = {Yl = aiZi : i=l, 2, 3,...} zzz X such that for each i, Y¡ n 8M^ZX. Then there is

a homeomorphism H: M -* M such that H \ X=h. In fact H is isotopic to lM

keeping 8M fixed.

Proof. Let F be a regular neighbourhood in M of (J, Yx modulo \Jt Z¡. Then F

is a union of regular neighbourhoods, F¡, in M of Y{ modulo Z,. Each F¡ is a ball of

dimension zz = dim M, and the assumption Y¡ n 8M<=-Z¡ guarantees that Y¡ n 8B

is exactly Z¡. By construction the 5¡ have disjoint interiors. The lemma is now an

immediate consequence of the Cone Unknotting Theorem [10], mentioned above,

applied to each cone Yt <= F¡.

Proof of Assertion A. Let g=e( 1 x x h)e "1 : e(X x J) -> e(X x J).

By Lemma 1, g is a finite composition of cone-supported homeomorphisms such

that each cone in the supporting families meets 8M + in a subset of its base. Now
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finitely many applications of Lemma 2 imply that g extends to a homeomorphism

H: M+ -> A/ + . Thus He=e(lxxh) as required.

The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete.

2. Pseudo-isotopy and ambient pseudo-isotopy. This section establishes two

results which follow easily from the previous section; they will not, however, be

used in the remainder of this paper.

Let Q be a P.L. manifold, let e: Ix/-> Qxlbe a P.L. imbedding where A"is a

polyhedron such that e~1(8(QxI)) = Xx 81 and e(Xxt)<='mt Qxt for z=0, 1.

Then e gives what is called a pseudo-isotopy (or concordance) of imbeddings into

Q from e0 to ex where e(x, t) = (et(x), t) for t=0,1.

Theorem 2. If dim ß^dim X+3, then there exists a homeomorphism f: Qxl

-*■ Q x I such thatf | QxOis the identity, and for all (x, t) e X x I,f(e0(x), t) = e(x, t).

(Thus fis an ambient pseudo-isotopy which covers e.)

Proof. Firstly note that e(Xx I) collapses to e(XxO) and that Qxl collapses to

£>x0. It follows at once from [5] that Qxl collapses to (ßxO) u e(XxI)(3).

Hence, by a criterion of Hudson and Zeeman [8], Q x 1 is a regular neighbourhood

of (Q x 0) u e(Xx I) modulo e(Xx 1) in Q x [0, 2].

Extend e to an imbedding e: Xx [-2, 2] -»■ Q x [ — 2, 2] by defining

e(jc, t) = (e0(x), t)   for t ^ 0,

= (ex(x),t)   for t ^ 1.

Define a homeomorphism A: [-2, 2]-> [-2, 2] by A(±2)=±2, A(-1)=0,

A(0) = 1 and extending linearly.

Theorem 1 states that any regular neighbourhood F of e(Xx[ — 2,2]) in

Q x [—2, 2], meeting the boundary regularly, admits the structure of a product with

[-2, 2]. Using this, together with a collar of the frontier of F in Q x [-2, 2]-P°,

e(lxxh)e~1 extends to a P.L. homeomorphism H of Qx[—2, 2]. Thus He

=e(lxxh) (alternatively, H may be constructed as in the proof of Assertion A),

and H may be taken to be the identity on 8(Q x [ —2, 2]).

Now, by applying the relative regular neighbourhood uniqueness theorem [1]

to neighbourhoods in Qx[-2,2] of (Q x -2) u e(Xx [-2,0]) modulo

e(Xx [0, 2]), //can be adjusted (keeping e(Xx [ — 2, 2]) fixed) so that

H(Qx[-2, -l]) = ßx[-2,0].

Then H(Qx[—1,0]) is a regular neighbourhood of (ßxO) u e(XxI) modulo

(3) The idea of collapsing of noncompact polyhedra is discussed in [16]. In [5] Hudson

proves, via the idea of sunny collapsing, that if M is a P.L. manifold with subpolyhedra X

and Y, then M\ Y and X\ Y implies that M\ X provided that dim M-dim (X- Y)^3.
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e(Xx [1, 2]) in Q x [0, 2]; as mentioned above, Q x [0, 1] is another such neighbour-

hood. Thus using uniqueness again, H can be further adjusted so that

H(Qx[-l,0]) = Qx[0,l].

Define /': Qx I -*■ Qxl by f'(q, t) = H(q, t-l) then /' is a homeomorphism,

f'(Qx t) = Qxt for t=0, l,and

f'(e0(x),t) = H(e0(x),t-1)

= H(e(x,t-1))

= e(lxxh)(x, t-l)

= e(x, t).

Thus/' has the required properties for/, with the exception off being the identity

on QxO. But if 0: Q -> Q is the homeomorphism defined by f'(c/>(q), 0) = (q, 0) for

all q e Q, </> is the identity on e0X, so that/can be defined by f=f'(<¡> x 1,).

Theorem 3 (Compatible Collars). Let W be a P.L. (n+l)-manifold and V be

an n-submanifold of 8 W. Let X be a polyhedron, and lete: Xxl-+ Wbean imbedding

so that e(XxI) n 8W=e(X x0)<^int V. Suppose dim X+3Sn, then there exists a

P.L. imbedding f: VxI->W such that /(Kx/) is a neighbourhood of V in W,

f(v, 0) = vfor allveV andf(e(x, 0), t) = e(x, t).

Proof. A regular neighbourhood in W of V u e(XxI) modulo e(Xx 1) is also

a regular neighbourhood of F in W since there is a collapsible retraction from

Vu (Xxl) to V [1]. Hence this regular neighbourhood can be identified with

Vx I, with F corresponding to Vx 0. An application of Theorem 2 (with Fin place

of Q) then immediately gives the required result.

3. Regular neighbourhoods and immersions of polyhedra. If A' is a subpolyhedron

of a polyhedron Y, the idea of a regular neighbourhood of X in Y is discussed in

[19]. If A'is a polyhedron a regular neighbourhood of X (sometimes referred to as an

"abstract" regular neighbourhood) is a pair (e, R(X)) where R(X) is a polyhedron,

e: X->R(X) is an imbedding, and R(X) is a regular neighbourhood of X in

R(X). An immersion of A"in another polyhedron Fis simply a P.L. map X-> Y

which is locally an imbedding. It will be shown below that, with any immersion

i: X-+ Y, there is associated a regular neighbourhood Rt(X) in a natural and

essentially unique way. If/ happens to be an imbedding then Rt(X) can be identified

with a regular neighbourhood of i(X) in Y, and e: X^ R^X) identifies with /'.

Thus this theory is but a generalization of the idea of regular neighbourhood in the

context of immersions, and, in the case when X and Y are manifolds without

boundary, the idea has already been explored in [2]. One of the chief results of this

section is that if Y is a manifold without boundary, then Rt(X) depends only on the

(pseudo) regular homotopy class of /'.
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Definition. Let X and Y be polyhedra, i: X-+Y be an immersion. A regular

neighbourhood of X associated with i is a regular neighbourhood (e, Fi(Ar)) of X

together with an immersion j: R,(X) -> y such that the diagram

commutes, and for each xe X there is a neighbourhood N of e(x) in Rt(X) such

that j | AT is an imbedding and j(N) is a neighbourhood of i(x) in Y.

Note that the existence of one such neighbourhood N for x implies the existence

of arbitrarily small such neighbourhoods.

Theorem 4. If i: X -*■ Y is an immersion of the polyhedron X in the polyhedron

Y, then there exists a regular neighbourhood of X associated with i.

Proof. There are triangulations of X and Y, which, by abuse of notation, will

also be denoted by A'and Y, with respect to which z: A"-»- Fis simplicial. Thus i

imbeds the star of each simplex of X. Construct a new complex K as follows.

Corresponding to each simplex t g A'and each o e F such that a>- fr, take a (closed)

simplex (Tj and a simplicial isomorphism jt : oz-+ o. Let K be the union of all such

simplexes oz with X, with (/)_10T) identified with r by the homeomorphism

i~ljf The union of the various / defines a simplicial map ]:&-*■ Y such that /

imbeds each simplex of K, and/ | X=i. Now if t g X, px and p2 e K, px>r, and

P2>t, and jpi =jp2, identify pi and p2 by the homeomorphism (j\ p2)~1(j\ Pi)-

There results a complex F and a map/: F-> Y induced by /.

Now X<=K and, if t g X, by construction y imbeds star (t, K) onto star (zV, Y).

Let Fi(A') be a second derived neighbourhood of X in K, i.e., F¡(A") = N(X, K").

Then F/A") is a regular neighbourhood of A" in K, and hence also Fi(A') is a regular

neighbourhood of X in F^A"). Further, y | A"=z; as y | star (t, K) is an imbedding

for each t e K, j \ Rt(X) is certainly an immersion; and if x is a point of A1,

j(N(x, K")) = N(ix, Y"). Thus, defining e: A^F^A") to be the inclusion,

(e, Rt(x),j) satisfies all the conditions of a regular neighbourhood associated with i.

Theorem 4 has established the existence of regular neighbourhoods associated

with an immersion, and the next theorem and its corollary establish uniqueness.

It is useful to record first an elementary result :

Lemma 3. Let f: X-^- Y be an immersion of polyhedra, let W be connected and

<j>, xb: W'-> X be maps such that fib = fifi and, for some weW, <f>(w) = xb(w), then

<p = xb.

Proof. Let 5={s e W : (p(s) = xb(s)}; w e S so 5^ 0. The continuity of <f> and xb

implies that 5 is closed, and the local injectivity of/shows that 5 is open. Then

5= IK since W is connected.
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Theorem 5. Let X and Y be polyhedra and /': X-> Y be an immersion. Let

X fi> Rx ii> Y and X !i> R2 ̂ > Y be two regular neighbourhoods of X associated

with i. Then there exists a regular neighbourhood R'x of ex(X) in Rx, and a P.L.

imbedding « which makes the following diagram commutative.

Proof. From the definition of a regular neighbourhood associated with i, for

each xe X there are neighbourhoods Nx and N2 of ex(x) in Rx and of e2(x) in

R2 such that/ | Nx andj2 \ N2 are imbeddings onto the same neighbourhoods of

i(x) in Y. Thus jx xj2 : N2-> Nx is a homeomorphism such that jx xj2e2 \ e2 1N2

= ex [ ex1Nx. Now let {N$}aeA be a collection of open neighbourhoods of points

e2(xa) in R2 such that e2X is covered by the N2, for each N2 there is an /Vf with

the above properties, and any pair of the neighbourhoods {N2} intersect in a

connected neighbourhood of some point of e2X (e.g., {Af} can be taken to be the

open star neighbourhoods of the vertices of e2X'm some sufficiently fine triangula-

tion). Each map/-1/ I ̂ 2 : ^2 -> Ri is defined and is an imbedding; furthermore,

since jx is an immersion, by Lemma 3 if two of the Nfs intersect, the two maps

agree on the intersection (the intersection is connected and the maps agree on some

point of e2X in the intersection). Let U2 = (JaeAN2:, and define g: U2^-Rx by

g I N2=jx~1j2 I Af, then g is a well-defined immersion, jxg=j2, ge2 = ex, and g(U2)

is a neighbourhood of e1A'in Rx.

In an exactly similar way, there is a neighbourhood Ux of exX in Rx, with

Ui<^g(U2), and an immersion/: Ui -> R2 such that/C/^ U2,j2f=ji,fei = e2, and

fiUi is a neighbourhood of e2X. It may be assumed that each component of i/x

intersects exX. Then jxgf=j2fi=jx \ Ux and gf\ e1A'is the identity; thus, Lemma 3,

applied to each component of Ux, implies that gf is the inclusion of Ux in Rx. Thus

/is injective, and hence, as /is P.L.,/is an imbedding. Now let R'x be a regular

neighbourhood of exX in Ru with R'i<= Ui, and let «=/| R'x.

Corollary. There exists a homeomorphism H: Rx -> /?2 such that Hex = e2, and

j2H is regularly homotopic to/ rel exX.

Proof. Regular neighbourhood uniqueness implies that there exists a homeo-

morphism (/>: Rx ->■ R'i fixing ex(X). hR'x is a regular neighbourhood of e2X in R2

so there is also a homeomorphism i/i: hR'x -*■ R2 fixing e2X. Let H=>/jh</>. Using the

fact that </> and </> are isotopic to the identity maps, it is easy to construct the regular

homotopy (see definition below).
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Definition. A P.L. homotopy /: Xxl^ Y between two immersions of a

polyhedron A' in a polyhedron F is a regular homotopy if the associated map

/: Xxl-^- Yxl, defined by f(x, t) = (f(x, t), t), is an immersion. / is a pseudo

regular homotopy if there is some P.L. immersion F: A'x/-> Fx/with F_1(FxO)

= A"xO and F_1(Fx l) = Zx 1 such that^/ZiFwhere/»!: Fx/-> F is the natural

projection.

The definition of a regular neighbourhood associated with an immersion, and

the existence and uniqueness theorems lead at once to a few straightforward results

which will be needed later in the paper, and it is convenient to list them here.

Property 1. If i: X^- F is an imbedding, Arl> R^X)!^. Fis a regular neigh-

bourhood of X associated with i where Fi(Ar) is a regular neighbourhood of z'(A')

in F and y is the inclusion.

Property 2. Let z: A'-> F be an immersion with associated regular neighbour-

hood A\i> RJX)!^ Y. Let <f>: f^ Fx[-1, 1] be the imbedding given by

<p(y) = (y, 0) for all y e Y, and let xb: Rt(X) -> Rt(X) x [-1, 1] be defined similarly.

Then Xll^ Rt(X)x[-l, 1] ill». Fx[-1, 1] is a regular neighbourhood of X

associated with <f>i.

Property 3. Let M be a manifold, X a polyhedron and let i: X-^ M be an

immersion with associated regular neighbourhood Ar-i> Fj(A")-i> M, then F^A") is

a manifold and

e-^RlX)) = i~\8M).

This is so because, from the definition, some neighbourhood of e(X) in F^A") is a

manifold, and therefore a small enough regular neighbourhood of e(X) in Fi(A') is

a manifold ; thus by uniqueness of regular neighbourhoods in Fj(A'), R¡(X) itself is a

manifold.

Property 4. With the notation of Property 3, there is a regular neighbourhood

K of e(i-x8M) in 8R%(X) such that

e j\Vi-x8M-> V——+8M

is a regular neighbourhood of i~18M associated with the immersion

i | i~x8M: r18M-+8M.

This follows from the fact thaty'-1 8M is a neighbourhood of z'"1 8M in 8Rt(X)

and so Kcan be taken so that Key-1 8M.

The next theorem is an application of Theorem 1 to the theory of immersions of

polyhedra in manifolds of codimension at least three. It gives a method of showing

when different immersions of a polyhedron in a manifold have equivalent associated

regular neighbourhoods, and it is the crucial result needed in the next section.

Theorem 6. Let i: Xxl-*■ M be an immersion of the polyhedron Xxl in the

P.L. manifoldM, with z'"1 8M= Xx 8Ianddim M-dim (A'x /)ä 3. Let it: X^ 8M
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be the immersion defined by it(x) = i(x, t) where t = 0 or 1 for all xe X, and let

Xli> Rit(X) t> 8M be associated regular neighbourhoods. Then there is a homeo-

morphism h: Rlo(X) -*■ Rn(X) such that he0 = ex.

Note. When such an « exists, the two regular neighbourhoods will be called

equivalent.

Proof. Let Xxl±> R^XxI)!^ M be a regular neighbourhood of Xxl

associated with z. By Property 4 above, and by the Corollary to Theorem 5, it may

be assumed that Rit(X) is any given regular neighbourhood of e(Xxt) in

8(R¡(XxI)), that et(x) = e(x, t), and that/-/ | R^X) for i=0 or 1. Now Rt(X)

is a regular neighbourhood of e(XxI) in Rt(X) and e"1 8Ri(X) = Xx8I. Thus by

Theorem 1, there is a homeomorphism/: /?(o(A')x/-> R{(X) such that for x e X

and t e I, f(e0x, t) = e(x, t), and fi(Rlo(X) x 0) = Rto and f(Rio(X) xl) = Rh. Define

«: Ri0(X) -> Rh(X) by h(r)=f(r, 1) for all r e Rio(X).

Corollary. Let Q be a manifold without boundary, and i0 and ii be pseudo

regularly homotopic immersions of a polyhedron X in Q, where dim Q — dim X^3.

Let A'£l> /?t^> Q be the associated regular neighbourhoods where t=0 or 1. Then

there is a homeomorphism h: R0-> Rx such that heQ = ex.

Proof. The fact that z'0 and ix are pseudo regularly homotopic implies there is an

immersion F: XxI-> Qxl which satisfies the conditions of the theorem with

Qxl in place of M such that F(x, t) = (et(x), t) for /=0 or 1. The result then

follows at once by applying the theorem to F.

Remark. As Q has no boundary, et(X) c int Rt, and so Rt is a thickening of

et(X).

4. Stability of thickenings. Recall from the introduction, that an «-thickening

of a polyhedron X is an «-manifold (with boundary), containing X in its interior,

which is a regular neighbourhood of X in itself. Two thickenings ex : X^ Tx and

e2: Ar<-> T2 are called equivalent if there is a (P.L.) homeomorphism h: Tx<-^-T2

such that hex = e2. The set of equivalence classes of «-thickenings of A'is denoted

3~n(X). The operation which assigns to an «-thickening e: X->T the (n+1)-

thickening e°: X^> Tx [— 1, 1], where e°(x) = (e(x), 0) for all xe X, induces what

will be called the stabilization map sn: Fn(X) -^n+1(Ar).

The main result of this section is the following.

Theorem 7 (Stability of Thickenings). The stabilization map sn is surjective

if n ̂  2 dim X, and injective if « > 2 dim X.

Proof of injectivity. Let dim X=k. It is required to prove that if ex: X^>TX

and e2:X<-^-T2 are two «-thickenings of X, and there is a homeomorphism

H:Txx[-l,l]^T2x[-l,l] satisfying He\ = e\, then, providing «>2A:, the

thickenings Tx and T2 are equivalent.
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The one case n = 3, k = 1 escapes the proof presented below. However, it is

known that the first Stiefel-Whitney class gives an isomorphism

^"(X1) -^-> H^X1: Z2)

for zzä3, and this implies the wanted injectivity. For completeness, a proof of this

will be given later as Proposition 1 of the Appendix.

Thus assume that (zz, A:)^(3, 1). Let ji and y2 be the imbeddings of X in

<KTi x [— 1, 1]) given by the following compositions:

h'. *-► *x 1 <-> 8(Ti x [-1, 1]),

H-1
j2:X-*A-xl<->8(T2x[-l, 1])-> 8(Ti x [-1, 1]).

Then clearly Ti and T2 are equivalent to regular neighbourhoods of X associated

with ji and y2. Now move y2 to y2 by an ambient isotopy of 9(Fj x [—1, 1])

so thatj'2(X) is in general position with respect to jx(X). As 2 dim X=2k<n =

dimdíFjxt-l, l]),yá can be chosen so thatyaiA") ny'1(A')= 0. (Note. If X is

noncompact general position results follow from applications of Zeeman's general

position lemma [19] infinitely many times.) Now h and ji are homotopic in

Fix[—1, 1] as each is homotopic to ex; thus there is a homotopy F: A'x/->

Tx x [— 1, 1] betweenjx andy2 and, by general position, it may be assumed that

F-Wix[-1, ID) = Xx8I

and that the singular set of F has dimension 2(zc+l)-(« + l) = 2Â:-n-|-1^0.

Hence F is an immersion, and so by Theorem 6, the regular neighbourhoods of X

associated with the imbeddings jx and y2 are equivalent thickenings. Thus Tx and

T2 are equivalent.

Proof of surjectivity. Here it is necessary to show that if e: X<-+ T is an (n+1)-

thickening of the ^-dimensional polyhedron X, and «ä2zc, then F can be written

as a product T= T0 x [-1, 1] so that X<-+ T0 x 0 and F0 x 0 is an zz-thickening of X.

By general position results, e: X<->Tis homotopic to a map/': A'-v F such that

e(X) r\f'(X)= 0. Let A^ be a regular neighbourhood of eX in int F such that

Nr\f'X=0. Then T-intN^8NxI (cf. [19]). Projecting F-int A^ onto 8N

shows that / is homotopic to /": X-> T where f'XcdN. By general position

arguments,/" is homotopic to a map/: X^ Twhere fX<=8N, and the singularities

off are of dimension 2k—dim 8N=2k-n^0. Hence/is an immersion of A'into

8N.

Let M=TxR+ where R+ is the nonnegative reals, and identify F with FxO

<=8M. Then e and fare homotopic in M by a homotopy F: Xxl^ M which,

after moving to general position, has singular set of dimension (2k + 2) - (n + 2) S 0

(i.e., Fis an immersion), and F'1(dM) = Xx8I. By Theorem 6, assuming for the

moment that (zz, k) + (2, I) as Theorem 6 requires (n + 2) - (k +1)^ 3, the immersions
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e and / of X in F have equivalent associated regular neighbourhoods. However,

that associated with e is clearly equivalent to the thickening T itself. But /

immerses X in 8N, and by the collaring theorem there is a neighbourhood of 8N

in F homeomorphic to 8Nx [—1, 1] with 8NxO identified to 8N. Hence by §3

Property 2, the regular neighbourhood of A'associated with/: A'-> Fis equivalent

to A'-> R(X) x [— 1, 1] -> 8Nx [—1, 1] where R(X) is a regular neighbourhood of

X associated with/: X-> 8N. As 8N is a manifold without boundary, R(X) is an

«-thickening of X; so letting F0 = /Î(A'), the result is proved.

There remains to consider the special case when («, k) = (2, 1). Identify F with

TxO<=TxR, then exactly as before, the immersions e and /of Z in FxÄ have

equivalent associated regular neighbourhoods. That associated with e is s3T, and

(using §3 Property 2 again) that associated with / is the 4-thickening s3s2F(A')

where, as before, R(X) is the thickening which is the regular neighbourhood

associated with/: X —> 8N. Now using the fact that s3 is injective (Proposition 1,

in the Appendix), F is equivalent to s2R(X).

Corollary 1 (Block-bundle Stability (known)). nk BPU~M ->7rfc BPh~(n+X)

is surjective for kSn, and bijective for k<n.

Proof. According to [13], nk BPh~ln)=^'n+k(Sk).

Corollary 2. If X is a polyhedron and « > 2 dim X, then

$-\X) s [A", BPh)

where [X, BPL] is the set of stable isomorphism classes of P.L. microbundles over X.

Proof. There is a natural map ^n(X) Cn > [A, BPh] arising from the restriction

to X of the tangent microbundles of thickenings T of X. In view of Theorem 7, it

is sufficient to show that the induced map ^(Z) = ind lim7I.rn(A')^> [A", FPL]

is bijective.

Surjectivity of c is verified as follows. If £ is a P.L. microbundle over X, let F0

be a regular neighbourhood of X in some Euclidean space, and r¡ be a microbundle

over T0 such that r¡ \ X= Ç. If F is a regular neighbourhood of X in the total space

of r), Fis a thickening of X, and t(T) | X= i ® t(T0) | A'where t denotes the tangent

microbundle. However r(T0) | A'is trivial and so c[F] = [FJ.

That c is injective is equivalent to the assertion that two thickenings ex : X<-> Tx

and e2: X<-^- T2 which have the same stable tangent microbundle (when restricted

to A") are necessarily stably equivalent thickenings. This can be proved in the

following way. If Ds is a P.L. s-ball and * is a point of int F>s, let/: Tx ->■ int (T2 x Ds)

for some large s, be an imbedding such that/ß! = e* where e% : X -> T2 x Ds is given

by e*(x) = (e2(x), *). Since s can be made arbitrarily large, it can be assumed that/'

has a normal microbundle v. By a result of Milnor on microbundles, if the bundles

are pulled back to X,

t(Tx) 0 v s t(T2 x D°).
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Passing to stable classes, it follows that v is stably trivial, and so by increasing s

still further, it can be assumed that v is trivial (as a microbundle over X and hence

also as one over Tx). Then there exists an imbedding

J: TxxDs-+ int (T2 x Ds)

so that Je* = e*. Thus J(TX x Z)s) is a regular neighbourhood of e*X in F2 x Ds,

and so by uniqueness of regular neighbourhoods, e* : X1-^- Tx x Ds and e*: X^*T2

x Ds are equivalent thickenings for some large s, as was required.

Remark. Corollary 2 casts a ray of light on an unsolved(4) problem in dimension

5: If i:K2<-*Tb is a ^-thickening of a compact contractible 2-complex, is T5

necessarily P.L. homeomorphic to the disc D5 ? If so, one could for example conclude

that if M3 is a compact contractible 3-manifold, then M3 x D2 is a 5-disc. What the

corollary shows is that there is a unique 5-thickening of F2, without saying it is a

5-disc. But Fis clearly contractible with 8Tsimply connected. Hence SFis a homo-

topy 4-sphere. Thus the correspondence K2 -~—> SF gives a well-defined map from

compact contractible 2-complexes to P.L. homeomorphism classes of homotopy

4-spheres. The problem amounts to showing that the map is zero, for if 8T is a

4-sphere, F5 is a 5-disc [11].

The next result, which depends on Theorem 7, finds the edge of stability in the

stable isomorphism theorem that in its original form is due to Mazur [12]. It is a

theorem for the category of all P.L. maps (not just proper ones); see [15, §0 and §2]

for more discussion.

Theorem 8 (The Tangential Equivalence Principle). Let f: Mx -> M2 be a

(not necessarily proper) homotopy equivalence of unbounded P.L. n-manifolds such

that n^5, and

(1) ifr(Mx), t(M2) are the tangent P.L. microbundles,f*r(M2) is stably isomorphic

as a microbundle to r(Mx);

(2) Mx and M2 have spines of dimension <n/2 (i.e., Mx and M2 are the interiors

of n-thickenings of complexes of dimension <n/2); then f is homotopic to a P.L.

homeomorphism (the homotopy being perhaps not proper).

Remark. The examples given after the proof of the theorem show that the

dimension condition on the spines cannot be improved.

Proof of Theorem. Let Xk <-»- Tk, k = 1 or 2, be zz-thickenings of polyhedra Xk of

dimension <zz/2 such that Mfc = int Ffc=> Xk. By general position techniques it can

be assumed that f(Xx) n X2= 0. Let N be a regular neighbourhood of X2 in M2

so small that N c\f(Xx)= 0. Then M2-int N can be identified with 8Nx [0, oo).

For any proper P.L. map a: Mx-y [0, oo) there is an obvious (not necessarily

proper) homotopy of/| Xx to a map/': Xx -> M2 — int N^dNx [0, oo) such that

(4) Solutions haye been claimed but apparently without justification (cf. [20]). For further

discussion see [14].
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/' has component a on [0, oo). This /' is proper since a is proper. Moving/'

slightly to general position arranges that/' is a proper P.L. imbedding. By the open

regular neighbourhood identification theorem [15, §2]—which applies because

dim M2^5 and dim A'1 + 3^dim M2—M2 can be identified with int T'x for some

thickening

Xi—>M2l-^Tx.

The tangentiality condition (1), and Theorem 7, Corollary 2, imply that this

thickening is equivalent to Ar1 «-> Tv Hence there is a P.L. homeomorphism

h : int Ti -> int T'x with h \ Xi =/', so that h is homotopic to/.

The remainder of this section is devoted to some examples. An elementary lemma

will be required :

Lemma 4. Let M2k be an unbounded oriented topological manifold of dimension

2k. If M2k = XxR for any topological space X, then all intersection numbers x-y

are zero for x, y e Hk(M2k; Z).

Proof. By definition, x-y is the Kronecker product (Dx, y> where Dx

e Hc(M2k;Z) is the Poincaré dual of x, and Hc denotes cohomology with

compact supports. Thus, if ck is a singular cochain with compact support K repre-

senting Dx and dk is a singular cycle representing y, jc- y = ck(dk). Now, if M= Xx R,

dk can be chosen to have support outside K, and hence x-y = ck(dk)=0.

Examples. Let Mi be a regular neighbourhood of the wedge Sk v Sk in SkxSk.

Let M2 be D2k u {two trivially attached A>handles}. Then M2 also has a copy of

Sk V S" as a spine—namely the union of the handle cores with the cone, in D2k,

on the two attaching spheres.

(a) By the usual geometric interpretation, the intersection number of the two

spheres of the wedge in Mx is ± 1. Hence int Mx^XxR for any Xby Lemma 4,

and thus

Sük-^y2"-^" v Sk)-+y~2k(Sk v Sk)

is not surjective.

(b) Stabilizing the thickenings Sk V Sk<-+ Mx and SkVSki-+ M2 by crossing

with [ — 1, 1 ] gives equivalent (2k + l)-thickenings of S k v S k (to see this use Theorem

7, Corollary 2 or argue directly). But the 2A>thickenings are distinct since M2 = NxI,

where A is a (2k— l)-manifold formed by adding two trivially attached A:-handles

to a (2k - l)-ball, and, by (a), Mx ̂  X x I for any X. Thus

s2k:$~2k(Sk v Sk)-+y~2k + 1(Sk v Sk)

is not injective.

(c) There is, by (b), a homotopy equivalence /: int Mx -> int M2 covered by a

map of the (trivial) stable tangent bundles. Yet int Mx and int M2 are not homeo-

morphic, since only one of them is a product of the form XxR. Hence the dimension

condition on the spines in Theorem 8 cannot, in general, be improved.
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5. Relative versions. A theorem lacking a relative version is an impotent thing,

for it is a common experience that only the relative form of a theorem proves

useful. We are fortunate in that a relative version of our main tool, Theorem 1, is a

fairly easy consequence of the original absolute version. Relative versions of the

other results of this paper can then be produced by mimicking the original proofs.

For the relative Theorem 1 we give full details, but for the other results we are

content to assist with a few remarks.

Here is the neatest relative form of Theorem 1. Later we will deduce a more

straightforward one that is slightly more general. ([1] is a general reference for

results on relative regular neighbourhoods which are used extensively in this

section.)

Theorem l(r). Let X be a polyhedron and suppose Xxl is imbedded in an n-

manifold without boundary M, with n^dim (A'x /) + 3. Let Y be a closed subpoly-

hedron of X. Consider a relative regular neighbourhood P in M of Xxl modulo

(Xx8I) u (Yxl). Let PQ be a relative regular neighbourhood in 8P of XxO modulo

(Yxl)xj (Xxl),and Px be a regular neighbourhood of Xx 1 in 8P modulo (Yxl)

u F0. Then there exists a homeomorphism f: P0xl^-P such that for (x, 0)e X

xOcP0,f((x, 0), t) = (x, t) e Xxlcp,f\ P0xO gives P0^>F, andf(P0 x l)=Px.

Proof. If F= 0, an application of Theorem 1 to XxI<=P together with regular

neighbourhood uniqueness provides the desired/ (Note that F is a manifold when

Y=0.)

To prove the general case let P', P'0 and /': P'0 x/->F' be obtained by the

special case of the theorem with 0 in place of F but XxI^M as given. Observe

that, by regular neighbourhood uniqueness, the theorem is true for any choice of

F and F0 if it is true for one choice of F and F0. Hence if Q0 denotes a regular

neighbourhood in P0 of A'x 0 modulo Fx 0, it suffices to show that/'(ß0 x /) is a

regular neighbourhood in M of Xxl modulo (A'x 81) u (Yxl). For then

(/'(Gox/), Ôo) is a choice of (F, F0) so that the theorem holds with/=/' | Q0xl.

That f'(Qo x I) is indeed such a neighbourhood is an immediate consequence of

Cohen's identification theorem [1, Theorem 6.1(b)]. Thus Theorem l(r) is proved.

The following corollary of Theorem l(r) is a many-parameter version of

Theorem 1.

Theorem 9. Let Xx Ds be a subpolyhedron of an n-manifold without boundary

Mn such that zz^dim (A'x Fs) + 3. Let P be a regular neighbourhood of XxDs

modulo Xx8Ds. Then there exists an (n—s)-thickening Q of Xanda homeomorphism

f:QxDs-+P such that for x e X c Q, f(x, t) = (x, z) e A'x F»scp.

Proof (by induction on s). Write Ds = Ds~1xI and A" = A'xFs"1. Applying

Theorem l(r) to A" x /<= M with the subset XxSD*'1 of A" distinguished, we find a

product structure P=P0xI on P agreeing with that on A" x/ so that F0x0 is a
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regular neighbourhood in 8P of A" xO modulo ((A'x 3F>S_1) xi) u A" x 1 and a

fortiori modulo (A'x 3F>s_1)xO. Now F is an «-manifold, so 8P is an (n — 1)-

manifold. The theorem for (s—1) provides a thickening A'*-» (2 and a product

structure F0 = ßxDs~1 agreeing with that on X' = XxD'~1. Hence P=QxD\

the product structure agreeing with that on A'x D^^P, as was required.

Next we deduce the most simpleminded relativization of Theorem 1. Let

C=(W; V0, Vx) be a cobordism of P.L. manifolds with boundary. This means, that

if 8 w= closure (8W— (V0 u Vx)), then 8IF gives a cobordism (without boundary)

8C=(8W;8V0, 8VX) from 8V0 to 8VX. Let (X, Y) be a polyhedral pair and

suppose that A'x / is imbedded in W in such a way that (A'x /) n 8W= Tx /, and

(Xxl) n Vt = Xxt for t=0, 1. Let F be a regular neighbourhood in W of Xxl

such that if 8P=P n 8 IF and P¡=F n Ft, then F( is a regular neighbourhood of

A'x/ in Vt meeting 8Vt regularly (see [8]) for t = 0, 1, and that 8P is a regular

neighbourhood of Tx/in oWmeeting 88Wregularly. Note that a second derived

neighbourhood in some triangulation of the triple (W, V0, Vx) provides such a P.

The following theorem refers to the above notation.

Theorem   l(r'). //  dim W=n^dim (Xxl) + 3   and   («-l)^dim (Fx/) + 3,

then there exists a homeomorphism f: P0xI-> P such that:

(i) For (x, t)eXxI, f((x, 0)xt) = (x, t).

(ii) f((P0 n 8V0)xI) = 8P andfi(P0xt)=Ptfor t=0, 1.

Proof. Let W+ = Wvj(oPx [0, 1]) with/z e 8F identified with (p, 0) e 8Px [0, 1].

IF+ is a manifold containing X+ xi where X+ = Xu (Yx [0, 1]), ye Y being

identified with (y, 0) e Tx [0, 1]. Let F+=F u (8Fx [0, 1]), let Vt+ = Vt<J

((8P n 8 Vt) x [0,1 ]) for t = 0,1, and Pt+ = P + n Vt+. Then Pt+ is a regular neighbour-

hood of X+xt modulo (Txl)x/in 8P + . Now let W++ be W+ enlarged by

adding a collar along 8 W +, then P + is a regular neighbourhood, inIF++,ofA'+x/

modulo (X+ x 81) u ((Tx l)x/). (Note, this would not have been true if the

"plus" notation had not been introduced.) By Theorem l(r) there is a homeo-

morphism f+:P0+ xI^P+ such that f+((x, 0);t) = (x, t) for all (x,t)eX+x I,

f+(Pt+ x0)=F( for t = 0, 1. Now for i = 0, 1, the closure of (Vf - Vf) is a regular

neighbourhood Rt of (Yx [0, 1]) x / in Pf modulo A'x t, meeting 8Pt+ regularly.

f+(R0xt) is another such neighbourhood and so by regular neighbourhood

uniqueness, for either t,f+(Rt) is ambient isotopic to Rt in Pf keeping X+ xt

fixed. Using the product structure given by/+ on F + , the isotopies can be extended

into P + , so that it can be assumed that/+ originally had the property that

/+(R0 xt) = Rt for t = 0 and 1. Now we repeat the same type of trick. SF x [0, 1 ] is

a regular neighbourhood in F+ of ((Yx [0, l])xF) u R0 u Rx modulo (Xxl)

u P0U Px meeting 8P+ regularly ;/+(F0 x /) is another such neighbourhood. Thus

using uniqueness again, it may be assumed that, after an isotopy (keeping

(A'+x/)uFo+ uFj+ fixed), f+(RoxI) = 8Px[0, 1]. Then let fi=fi+ \ P0xl,

f(P0 xI)=P, and properties (i) and (ii) are easily verified.
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We now come to the question of giving relative versions of the results in §§2-5.

The recipe is simple: the relative version of each result is the best generalization

obtained by following the original line of argument and using Theorem l(r') in

place of Theorem 1. Occasionally one finds that, as with Theorem 1, the relative

version can be directly deduced from the original version. We will say little more

about proofs but give some help section by section with statements :

On §2. Here are the changes in Theorem 2 on pseudo-isotopy extension (the

changes in Theorem 3 are analogous). Imbeddings of a polyhedral pair (Ar, F)

(with F closed in X) into (Q, 8Q) are treated. The pseudo-isotopy is a given

imbedding e: XxI-^Q x /such that e~\8Q x /)= Yxl and e~\Q x 8T) = Xx 81.

To the assumptions add dim F+3^dim 8Q. The rest of the statement is

unchanged.

On §3. The existence and uniqueness theorems for regular neighbourhoods

associated with an immersion admit drastic relativization having nothing to do

with Theorem 1. Roughly stated, if the target space is equipped with a finite family

of closed subpolyhedra, then the regular neighbourhood associated with the

immersion comes equipped with a corresponding family of subpolyhedra. In

uniqueness and invariance statements the subpolyhedra are respected wherever

conceivable. We leave this notion aside since any case we use is trivial (but see

Cohen [1]).

A relative version of the Corollary to Theorem 6 can be proved from Theorem

l(r'). This shows that immersions of (X, Y) in (Q, 8Q) which are (pairwise)

pseudo-regularly homotopic have equivalent associated regular neighbourhoods if

codim (Q, X) and codim (8Q, Y) are ^ 3.

Definitions. An n-thickening of a polyhedral pair (X, Y) is an imbedding

e:(X, Y)-+(T, U) so that:

(1) Fis an «-manifold and F is a (n- l)-submanifold (with boundary) of 8T.

(2) e-^int U)= Y and eX<=-int Txj int U.

(3) (F, U) is P.L. homeomorphic fixing eX to (F, F n 8T) for a regular neigh-

bourhood F of eX in F.

Another «-thickening e': (X, Y)-^(T', U') of (X, Y) is called equivalent to e

if there exists a pair isomorphism </>: (T, U) -> (T', V) so that xbe = e'.

The set of equivalence classes of «-thickenings of (X, Y) is written ¿7~n(X, Y).

The assignment to an «-thickening e: (X, Y) -* (F, U) of e x 0: (X, Y) -> (T, U)

x[-l,l] gives the stabilization map sn: 3~n(X, Y) -+S~*+\X, Y). Then if

dim (X, Y) is defined to be max (dim X, dim Y+1/2) the relative stability theorem

is: sn is onto for «ä2dim (X, Y) and infective far n>2dim(X, F). For n>

2 dim (X, Y), ÍT\X, Y) = [X, FPL]-not [X/ Y, FPL]. Iff: (Mx, 8MX) -> (M2, 8M2)

isa nonproper pairwise homotopy equivalence of «-manifolds with boundary that is

covered by a map of stable tangent (micro-) bundles, then / is homotopic to a

homeomorphism of pairs provided «^6, and (Mt, 8M¡) is (int T„ int F¡), z'= 1, 2,
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for some «-thickening (A,, Yj) <->• (r(, Ut) with dim (X¡, Yt)<n/2. The same holds

for « = 5 at least if we assume that /1 8MX is a homeomorphism onto 8M2. The

dimension restrictions in this last theorem come from Theorem 2.1 of [15].

6. Smooth versions. One could define smooth regular neighbourhoods for C1

subpolyhedra of smooth manifolds and prove existence and uniqueness theorems

as in the P.L. case. See Hirsch [3]. Then one might translate all our P.L. results to

smooth manifolds. But there is a complication. The translated results would hold

only up to a suitable concordance. For example, consider an interval imbedded in

the shape of a W in the 4-disc with its end points on the boundary. A literal

translation of Theorem 1 would say that the interval is smoothly imbedded, whereas

it has in fact three corners. This complication makes translation of §§1-3 seem

fruitless. However the stability results of §4 have pleasant translations. We give

them even in relative form.

A smooth n-thickening of a polyhedral pair (X, Y) is a P.L. «-thickening

e: (X, Y)1-^- (T, U) equipped with a smoothness structure a on F° = int 7/u int U

that is compatible with the P.L. structure. One smooth «-thickening (e, a) of (A', Y)

is said to be smoothly equivalent to another (e', a) (distinguished by primes) if

there is a P.L. homeomorphism h:(T, U)-+(T', U') so that e'=he and the

smoothing h*a of T° is concordant to a. The set of smooth equivalence classes of

smooth «-thickenings of (X, Y) is denoted by Sf¡Tn(X, Y) and, as usual, the

stabilizing map

sn: Srsr\X, Y)->Sry-"+1(X, Y)

comes from taking products with [—1, 1].

Remark 1. One might consider definitions of smooth thickening and smooth

equivalence which differ from the above in that a is a smoothing of all of T, or

perhaps of int T. In fact all the three definitions of íf^n(X, Y) are equivalent

under the "forgetting" map on smoothings from F to T° to int F. This follows

from the Cairns-Hirsch theorem [4]. Smoothing T° combines two technical

advantages : product with [ — 1, 1 ] introduces no corners, and there is an induced

smooth thickening (e \ Y,a\ int U).

Remark 2. It is known (cf. [9]) that the smoothings of a P.L. manifold M with a

given base smoothing a0 are classified functorially up to concordance by homotopy

classes of maps of M to an //-space called PL/O. Thus iff: N -* M is a map of

P.L. manifolds and a is a smoothing of M, there is an induced smoothing/*« of A

determined to concordance. The rule is natural in the sense that:

(a) If/is an open P.L. imbedding, f*a is the restricted smoothing.

(b) If M=NxRs, and /(«) = («, 0), f*a is the smoothing ß on N unique to

concordance such that ß x Rs is concordant to a (see [4, Theorem 2.1]).

Thus a and a in the above definition determine elements [a], [a] in [A", PL/O]

and h*a is concordant to a if and only if [a] = [«'].
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Theorem 9. If dim (A", Y) denotes max (dim X, dim Y+1/2), then

sn: y3~n(X, Y) ->• ¿f3Tn+1(X, Y)

is surjective for «^2 dim (A", F) a«^ infective for «>2 dim (A", F).

Proof. Surjectivity follows from the P.L. version and the Cairns-Hirsch theorem

[4, Theorem 2.1]. Injectivity follows immediately from the P.L. case and Remark

2—because the classifying map for a smoothing a x (-1, 1) agrees with that for a.

(Alternately, one can use the Cairns-Hirsch theorem again.)

Corollary. For n>2 dim (X, Y), Sff'X, Y)z[X, B0].

Proof (Noticeably harder than the P.L. proof). Let there be given P.L. «-thicken-

ings e:(X, Y)<^(T, U), e':(X, Y)<-+(T', U') of (X, Y) equipped with com-

patible smoothings a, a on all of F, 7" respectively (cf. Remark 1). The smoothings

a, a' are easily made to have corners along 8U, 8U' with model Q = {x e Rn : xx~^0,

x2^0}. Thus, for example, each point of F has a neighbourhood diffeomorphic

to an open subset of the model Q, and of/is exactly the set of points of F that must

correspond to points xeQ with xx=x2=0. Suppose that the tangent bundle

classifying maps to B0 of a, a are homotopic. Then in view of the above theorem

our task is to show that the smooth thickenings become smoothly equivalent after

sufficient stabilizing. This will establish the corollary, since the classification map

9'y(X, Y) -*■ [A",,F0] is onto by the argument used for the P.L. version in §4.

Take a proper retraction r: (T, U)^-(X, Y), re=l, and let / be a good(5)

smooth imbedding approximating (e'xO)r:(T, U) -> (T', U')xDs, s^n+l, and

properly homotopic to it. Then the normal bundle off is trivial because a, a have

the same stable tangent bundle over X. It follows that / extends to a smooth

imbedding F:(T, U)xDs^(T', U')xDs with F(*,0)=/(x) for xeT, onto a

closed neighbourhood of e(X) x 0 small enough so that it does not intersect

8(T' x Ds) — int (C/'x F»s). Changing notation we can assume that 5 = 1 and

dim (A", F) is much less than n/2. For a future application of Theorem l(r'), let

(W,oW) = (T',U')xD1-F{(T°,intU)xintD1} and let V=WnF(TxD1),

V = 8(T' x D^-int (U' x D1). Then (W; V, V) is a cobordism with boundary

because F(Tx Ds) n [3(7" x 0s)-int (£/' x Ds)]= 0. Extend a triangulation of

K u V inherited from P.L. triangulations of F, T', to a triangulation of W that is

C1 for the smoothing a x D1 of T'xD1.

By a general position argument, the map F(e x 1 ) of (X, Y) to ( V, 8 V) is homotopic

in (W, oW) to the map e' x 1 into (V, 8V) and we can assume that the homotopy

<f> is an imbedding of A'x / P.L. with respect to the above C1 triangulation, that has

the features needed to apply Theorem l(r'). Then apply Theorem l(r') to a regular

neighbourhood F of the imbedded Xxl such that F n V=F(Tx 1) and F n V

(5) A good imbedding of pairs /: (A, B) -+ (C, D) is an imbedding such that f~1D = B.
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= F'xl. Thus we find a P.L. homeomorphism h.T-^-T' with he=e', and a

concordance from a to h*a—both arising from the P.L. product structure

P^(P n V) x I provided by Theorem l(r'). This shows that the smooth thickening

<-»
/> = [-l,l]

(e, a) is smoothly equivalent to (e', a). Since these are stabilizations of the smooth

thickenings (of the same name) that we set out with, the corollary is established.

Finally we observe that the important tangential equivalence principle holds for the

category of smooth manifolds and smooth maps in the relative form stated in the last

paragraph of §5. In the statement, tangent vector bundle replaces tangent P.L.

microbundle and diffeomorphism replaces P.L. homeomorphism. The proof

imitates the brief argument given in §4 for the absolute P.L. version; the above

corollary takes the place of the parallel corollary $~n(X)^ [X, BPll of §4, and the

theorem 'concordance => diffeomorphism' [4] of Munkres and Thorn is used.

Appendix

The following proposition completes the proof of Theorem 7 (Stability of

Thickenings) in the remaining exceptional case, namely, when A'is a 1-dimensional

polyhedron.

Proposition 1. Let X1 be a polyhedron of dimension 1 and n be an integer ^3.

Then the operation of associating to each n-thickening of X the first Steifel-Whitney

class of its tangent bundle gives an isomorphism

5-\X)^>H\X;Z2).

A lemma precedes the proof.
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Lemma. If Y is a finite set of points and X is the cone on Y, then 2T\X, Y) has

just one element. It is represented by the cone on any imbedding of Y in Sn'1.

Proof. Recall that, as defined in §5, J~n(X, Y) is the set of equivalence classes of

«-thickenings of the pair (A', Y). If e: (X, Y) -> (F, U) is such a thickening, F is,

in this case, an «-ball (as X is collapsible), and U is a collection of disjoint (« -1)-

balls in 8T, each containing one point ofeY. Further, Fis a regular neighbourhood

of e(X). If «^4, the result follows from the Cone Unknotting Theorem [10]

together with regular neighbourhood uniqueness applied to U. For any «, the result

can be deduced by noting that the pair (F, eX) is homeomorphic to (N, eX)

keeping eX fixed, where TV is a second derived neighbourhood of eX in some

triangulation of F. Then an exceedingly trivial application of the technique of

proof in [10, Proposition 1] shows that (A, eX) is homeomorphic to the cone on

the pair (link (ev, T), link (ez;, eX)) where v is the vertex of the cone X, and links

are taken with respect to the above mentioned triangulation.

Proof of Proposition 1. Fix a triangulation of A"1 and choose in it a maximal

tree K (=maximal simply connected subcomplex). Let vx, v2, v3,... be vertices

and let S¡, L¡ be the star and link of vt in the 2nd barycentric subdivision. Let

A* be the star of K in this subdivision. Let L=\J, Li and 5'=lJt St. The closure of

X— S is a union of closed intervals. Let/, I2,13,... be those in K and Jx, J2, J3,...,

be those not in K. Write I=\J¡ h, /=Uy^y

If 8K is the frontier of K in X, let (K, 8K) ̂  (T, U) be any «-thickening of the

pair (K, 8K). Taking a regular neighbourhood F0 in F of S modulo /, and then a

regular neighbourhood Tx of /in T— int F0 meeting 8(T— int F0) regularly, we see

that a copy of F (namely F0 u Tx) is obtained by glueing an «-thickening of (S, L)

to an «-thickening of (/, 81) along the boundary («— l)-thickenings of 8I<=L. The

lemma states that all the component thickenings are standard thickenings of pairs.

Now any orientation preserving P.L. homeomorphism of a P.L. «-ball fixed on an

interior point is isotopic to the identity keeping that point fixed (see [19]). Since K

is a tree, we can conclude that all n-thickenings of(K, 8K) are equivalent.

Next let Ar<->- T be any «-thickening. Taking a regular neighbourhood F0, in F,

of K modulo J, and then a regular neighbourhood Tx of J in (F—int F0) meeting

8(T— int F0) regularly, we see that a copy of F (namely F0 u Tx) is obtained by

glueing an «-thickening (F0, U0) of (K, 8R) to an «-thickening (Tx, Ux) of (/, 8J)

along the boundary («- l)-thickening U0 and Ux of 8K= 8J. By the lemma (Tu Uf)

is a standard thickening, and by the preceding paragraph so is (T0, U0). This time

there are essentially different ways of pasting. In fact, if B¡ is the component of Fx

containing J¡, there are, by the isotopy property for homeomorphisms of P.L.

balls quoted in the last paragraph, effectively exactly two ways of glueing Ft to

T0 : one makes the loop determined by J, and the tree K orientation preserving, the

other makes it orientation reversing. By "effectively" we mean up to P.L. homeo-

morphism of the identification spaces fixing points of T0 and of X. It follows that
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the equivalence classes of thickenings of A' are in 1-1 correspondence with the

functions that assign 0 or 1 to JX,J2, J3,.... The correspondence assigns to a

thickening X<-> T the function which is 0 or 1 on Jt according as the path in T

determined by J, and the tree is orientation preserving or reversing in F. But such

functions form Horn (ttxX;Z2) = H1(X; Z2) and the correspondence is wx. This

completes the proof.
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